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Introduction

Unified Interface Monitoring
BPMon driven Interface Monitoring, Interface Channel Monitoring and Connection Monitoring were unified to a
commonly used Interface & Connection Monitoring:
Unified Monitoring Configuration Store
Unified Monitoring Configuration / Setup Tool
Unified Data Collectors / BW Data Persistency
All Connection Monitoring Metrics were integrated into IC Mon
All BP Mon driven Interface Monitoring Metrics were integrated into IC Mon

From a Business Process Monitoring point of view the following Interface types are bow supported in addition:

HTTP, File (JAVA), SAP Netweaver Gateway, Web Service (Introscope)
© 2014 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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Unified Interface Monitoring
Two Entry Points – One UI
Entry via User defined Scenario
(Application related / Technical Overview)

Entry via modelled Business Process
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Interface Channel Monitoring
Basic Idea

• Interface Channel will be defined to abstract
from a concrete technical implementation of a
certain amount of interfaces

• All interfaces in an Interface Channel behave
identically regarding monitoring and alerting.
Alerting is done on Interface Channel level.
• Thresholds and scheduling can be provided
per metric individually. Alert ratings of the
individual metrics are propagated to the Interface
Channel.
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Migration of Interface Monitoring to Interface
Channel Monitoring

Migrating Classical BPMon Solution to MAI based Solution
•

Migration Procedure in short
• Detailed step-by-step procedure described in SAP Note 2010999
• Procedure in short:
• a) Copy the solution
• b) Migrate new solution using report R_AGS_BPM_MIGRATE_SOLU_TO_MAI
• c) Activate monitoring in new, MAI-based solution
• d) Deactivate monitoring in original, classic solution

• e) Deactivate and delete original solution

© 2014 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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Migration from BPMon Infrastructure to MAI
To execute the solution migration start report R_AGS_BPM_MIGRATE_SOLU_TO_MAI for the solution in scope.
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Result: Migrated Monitoring Objects
If the migration was successful all interface monitors are classified as monitoring objects of type “Interface
Channel” in BPMon setup tool. The monitoring configuration can then be accessed in Interface Channel
Monitoring setup tool.
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General Migration Aspects – Header Data
•

During migration each
monitoring object is
transferred into an Interface
Channel. Exceptions exist
(see below).

•

The name of the monitoring
object, the managed
system(s), and the interface
technology are transferred
into the corresponding
header data fields of the new
Interface Channel.

Naming Convention for the new Interface Channel:
<Interface Technology>_<SID Managed System>_<Client Managed System>_ID<Counter>
© 2014 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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General Migration Aspects – Monitoring Object Level
•

An Interface is created in
an Interface Channel. The
Interface Name is set to
the technical identifier of
the source monitoring
object.

•

The parameter values are
transferred into the
corresponding
configuration parameters.
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General Migration Aspects – Key Figure Level 1/2
•

For each key figure
selected in BPMon the
corresponding metric is
enabled in ICMon.
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General Migration Aspects – Key Figure Level 2/2
•

The parameter values on
key figure level are
transferred into the
corresponding
configuration parameters
at metric level.

•

In ICMon the threshold
values are not maintained
directly next to the metric,
but in the activation
screen (see next slide).
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General Migration Aspects – Threshold Values
•

Per metric a suitable rule type
is chosen which corresponds
to the rating strategy in
BPMon, and the threshold
values are transferred
correspondingly.

•

Sometimes the threshold
values are slightly adjusted to
obey the common rating
strategy in MAI (see below).

© 2014 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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General Migration Aspects – Monitoring Schedule etc.
•

The scheduling information
is available at metric level in
the activation screen in
ICMon setup.

•

Further settings like
Notifications, Monitoring
Activities, Alert Handling:
These settings are migrated
in the same way as it is
done for normal BPMon
monitoring objects. They
can be viewed at alert level
in the ICMon activation
screen.
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General Migration Rules – Threshold Values
•

In classical BPMon infrastructure:
Sometimes a new rating is set
once a threshold is reached
(“more/equal than”, “less/equal
than”), sometimes if it is exceeded
(“more than”, “less than”).

•

In MAI: new rating is set always if
the threshold is reached =>
sometimes the old threshold
values have to be adjusted during
migration (increased / decreased
by 1).

© 2014 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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General Migration Rules – Monitoring Objects with Missing
Configuration
If a monitoring object in BPMon is configured only partially or not at all, the following rules apply during migration:
•

Key figure is selected in BPMon, but no configuration is made: key figure is migrated.

•

Key figure is not selected, but configuration exists on key figure level: key figure is migrated, but without
threshold values and scheduling information.

•

No configuration is made at all for the monitoring object: monitoring object is not migrated.

 Manual re-work might be necessary in ICMon after migration (e.g. add missing threshold values for the
metric).
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General Migration Rules – Key figures with more than one
Parameter Set
•

Some key figures in classical BPMon allow to maintain more than one parameter set per key figure.

•

This is possible in ICMon, too. However, due to technical reasons the following rules apply during migration:
• As soon as one key figure has more than one parameter set, additional Interface Channels are created.
• The number of new Interface Channels corresponds to the number of parameter sets.
• All parameter sets which have the same counter are put together into the same Interface Channel (to reduce the amount
of new Interface Channels to a minimum).

•

Example:
Key figure ID
01
02
03

Parameter Set ID
001
002
001
001
002
003

Interface Channel ID
A

B
C

Contains Key Figure / Parameter Set
01 / 001
02 / 001
03 / 001
01 / 002
03 / 002
03 / 003

 The single monitoring object from classical BPMon is split into three managed objects in ICMon (Interface
Channels A, B, and C).
© 2014 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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Further Information
Due to the fact that some key figures are migrated to new data providers, and due to differences between the old
BPMon infrastructure and the Monitoring and Alerting Infrastructure special rules and limitations apply for some
monitoring objects.
For details regarding the migration of interface monitoring objects and key figures from classical BPMon solution
to MAI refer to the document ‘Migration to Interface Channel Monitoring’ (available at http://service.sap.com/dcm
 Media Library  Technical Information).

© 2014 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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Working with Interface Channel Monitoring

Overview
The new Interface Channel Monitoring application provides:
•

A common set of monitoring templates and metrics to monitor interfaces in SAP and non-SAP systems

•

Two entry points for configuration: Technical Monitoring and Business Process Monitoring

•

The possibility to re-use existing interface channels in a different context via Assignment function

•

The possibility to view the metrics in the BPMon monitoring application or the ICMon monitoring application

•

A common Alert Inbox

© 2014 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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Start Monitoring Configuration from BPMon Setup
•

Configuration of Interface Channels in the business process context is started from BPMon setup

•

Prerequisite: solution is based on MAI

•

Choose the context (any context type is possible) and create a new monitoring object of type Interface
Channel

© 2014 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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Main Screen of Interface Channel Monitoring Setup
Current context
Guided procedure to
switch between
configuration and
activation
Change the views,
and do IF Channel
operations
Existing IF
Channels for the
context

Parameter
configuration on
header level
(“interface”) and
metric level
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Assignment of Existing Interface Channel

© 2014 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.

•

Per default view “Assigned Channels” is
displayed. It lists all IF Channels which
are already assigned to your current
context.

•

You can switch to view “All Relevant
Channels” to display all existing IF
Channels which can be assigned to your
context.

•

You can assign the object to your context
with the “Assign” button.

•

If possible it is recommended to re-use
existing configurations instead of
creating new IF Channels

Customer
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Creation of New Interface Channel
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•

Press the “Create” button to create a new IF
Channel

•

Inside the Guided Procedure provide a unique
name for the IF Channel, and select Interface Type
and Monitoring Template

•

Set the source and the target system, and the
measuring point

Customer
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Maintain Monitoring Configuration
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•

If parameters exist on header
level they can be maintained by
creating a new “Interface”.

•

Multiple Interfaces per IF Channel
are possible.

•

Select the metrics to be monitored
for this IF Channel, and provide
the configuration on metric level.

•

Sometimes not all selection
parameters are displayed per
default, but can be unhidden via
the “Show Expert Fields” button.
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Configure Threshold Values and Monitoring Schedule
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•

The Monitoring Schedule and the Threshold
Values for alerting can be set in the activation
screen.

•

Switch to the metric level and provide the
scheduling in tab “Data Collection”. Per metric an
independent scheduling can be provided.

•

The rating strategy and the threshold values can
be maintained in tab “Thresholds”.

Customer
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Configure Notifications and Activate Monitoring
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•

Notification settings can be maintained in
the activation screen at alert level of the IF
Channel

•

To activate the monitoring mark the line of
the IF Channel and select one of the
options from the “Apply and Activate”
button.

•

Check the traffic lights if activation was
successful.

Customer
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View Interface Channels in BPMon Setup
•

All IF Channels which are assigned to the current context are also visible in the BPMon setup screen.

•

You can do basic operations from here, too: Activate / Deactivate, Assign / Unassign, or Delete the IF
Channel

© 2014 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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Appendix: List of available metrics

MONITORING OF ALE/IDOC
Template

Metric Name

Description

MAI Category

IDoc (Real-time
Monitoring)

Current number of erroneous IDocs
(Real-time) (Delta)

Number of erroneous IDocs since the last collector run.

Exceptions

IDoc (Real-time
Monitoring)

Current number of processed IDocs
(Real-time) (Delta)

Number of processed IDocs since the last collector run.

Performance

IDoc (Real-time
Monitoring)

Current number of erroneous IDocs
(Real-time) (Total)

Number of erroneous IDocs for a specified timeframe (measured in hours).

Exceptions

IDoc (Real-time
Monitoring)

Current number of processed IDocs
(Real-time) (Total)

Number of processed IDocs for a specified timeframe (measured in hours).

Performance

IDoc (Analysis)

Total number of erroneous IDocs
(Analysis)
Total number of processed IDocs
(Analysis)
Average time to process IDocs
(Analysis)
Maximum time to process IDocs
(Analysis)
Percentage of IDocs in total
(Analysis)
Current number of erroneous IDocs
(Analysis)
Current number of processed IDocs
(Analysis)

Number of erroneous IDocs created within a specified timeframe.

Exceptions

Number of processed IDocs created within a specified timeframe.

Performance

Average time to process IDocs within a specified timeframe.

Performance

Maximum time to process IDocs within a specified timeframe.

Performance

IDoc (Analysis)
IDoc (Analysis)
IDoc (Analysis)
IDoc (Analysis)
IDoc (Analysis)
IDoc (Analysis)
IDoc (Analysis)

Percentage of current IDocs
(Analysis)

© 2014 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.

Number of matching IDocs compared against the total number of IDocs created
within the same timeframe for the same interface.
Number of erroneous IDocs created within a specified timeframe whose current
IDoc status matches the customized values.
Number of processed IDocs created within a specified timeframe whose current
IDoc status matches the customized values.
Number of matching IDocs whose current IDoc status matches the customized
values compared against the total number of IDocs created within the same
timeframe for the same interface.

Performance
Exceptions
Performance
Performance
Customer
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MONITORING OF REMOTE FUNCTION CALL (SRFC) CONNECTIONS
Template

Metric Name

Description

MAI Category

RFC (Synchronous)

RFC Channel available

Availability measured by Script

Availability

RFC (Synchronous)

RFC Destination available

Ping to RFC Destination

Availability

RFC (Synchronous)

RFC Destination available (with
logon)

Ping to RFC Destination including logon

Availability

RFC (Synchronous)

Number of AppLog Errors (RFC)

Exceptions from Application log (SLG1)

Exception

RFC (Synchronous)

Number of ABAP Dumps

Dumps containing the Destination name and the function module

Exceptions

RFC (Synchronous)

Number of Exceptions via ABAP
Instrumentation Platform

Number of Exceptions via ABAP Instrumentation Platform

Exceptions

RFC (Synchronous)

RFC Latency

Latency time of a ping to RFC Destination

Performance

RFC (Synchronous)

Average RFC Response Time

Average Response Time in ms

Performance

RFC (Synchronous)

Average RFC Response Time per
Instance

Average Response Time per Instance in ms

Performance

RFC (Synchronous)

Number of RFC executions

Number of executions

Performance

RFC (Synchronous)

Number of RFC executions per
Instance

Number of executions per Instance

Performance

© 2014 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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MONITORING OF TRANSACTIONAL RFC (TRFC)
Template

Metric Name

Description

MAI Category

Transactional RFC
(tRFC)

Number of tRFC entries in critical
state

Evaluates the number of specific tRFC entries in a critical state.

Exceptions

Transactional RFC
(tRFC)

Age of oldest entry in critical state

Evaluates the age of the oldest specific tRFC entry in a critical state.

Exceptions

Transactional RFC
(tRFC)

Number of tRFC entries in critical
state (combination with age)

Exceptions

Transactional RFC
(tRFC)

Age of oldest entry in critical state
(combination with number)

Evaluates the number of specific tRFC entries in a critical state. Shares a
common event with metric “Age of oldest entry in critical state (combination with
number)”.
Evaluates the age of the oldest specific tRFC entry in a critical state. Shares a
common event with metric “Number of tRFC entries in critical state (combination
with age)”.

Transactional RFC
(tRFC)

Number of tRFC entries in interim
state

Evaluates the number of specific tRFC entries in an interim state.

Performance

Transactional RFC
(tRFC)

Age of oldest entry in interim state

Transactional RFC
(tRFC)

Number of tRFC entries in interim
state (combination with age)

Transactional RFC
(tRFC)

Age of oldest entry in interim state
(combination with number)

© 2014 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.

Evaluates the age of the oldest of specific tRFC entries that are in an interim
state.
Evaluates the number of specific tRFC entries in an interim state. Shares a
common event with metric “Age of oldest entry in interim state (combination with
number)”
Evaluates the age of the oldest of specific tRFC entries that are in an interim
state. Shares a common event with metric “Number of tRFC entries in interim
state (combination with age)”

Exceptions

Performance
Performance
Performance
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MONITORING OF QUEUED RFC (QRFC) I/II
Template

Metric Name

Description

MAI Category

Queued RFC
(qRFC)

Number of individual qRFC queues

Number of individual queues with specific prefix in queue name

Performance

Queued RFC
(qRFC)

Total number entries in all queues

Total number of entries in all queues with specific prefix in queue name

Performance

Queued RFC
(qRFC)

Average number of entries per queue

Average number of entries per queue with specific prefix in queue name

Performance

Queued RFC
(qRFC)

Maximum number of entries per
queue

Maximum number of entries per queue with specific prefix in queue name

Performance

Queued RFC
(qRFC)

Age of oldest entry

Age (in minutes) of oldest entry in all queues with specific prefix in queue name

Performance

Queued RFC
(qRFC)

Total number entries in all queues
(combination with oldest entry)

Total number of entries in all queues with specific prefix in queue name. Shares a
common event with metric “Age of oldest entry (combination with total number)”

Performance

Queued RFC
(qRFC)

Age of oldest entry (combination with
total number)

Performance

Queued RFC
(qRFC)

Number of qRFC entries with critical
status in group

Age (in minutes) of oldest entry in all queues with specific prefix in queue name.
Shares a common event with metric “Total number entries in all queues
(combination with oldest entry)”
Number of queues with critical state with specific prefix in queue name

Exceptions

Queued RFC
(qRFC)

Age of oldest critical status in group

Age (in minutes) of oldest critical state queue with specific prefix in queue name

Exceptions

© 2014 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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MONITORING OF QUEUED RFC (QRFC) II/II
Template

Metric Name

Description

MAI Category

Queued RFC
(qRFC)

Queued RFC
(qRFC)

Number of entries with interim status
in group

Number of queues with critical state with specific prefix in queue name. Shares a
common event with metric “Age of oldest critical status in group (combination with
Number)”
Age (in minutes) of oldest critical state queue with specific prefix in queue name.
Shares a common event with metric “Number of qRFC entries with critical status in
group (combination with Age)”
Number of queues with interim state with specific prefix in queue name

Exceptions

Queued RFC
(qRFC)

Number of qRFC entries with critical
status in group (combination with
Age)
Age of oldest critical status in group
(combination with Number)

Queued RFC
(qRFC)

Age of oldest interim status in group

Age (in minutes) of oldest interim state queue with specific prefix in queue name

Performance

Queued RFC
(qRFC)

Number of entries with interim status
in group (combination with Age)

Performance

Queued RFC
(qRFC)

Age of oldest interim status in group
(combination with Number)

Queued RFC
(qRFC)

Number of AppLog Errors (qRFC)

Number of queues with interim state with specific prefix in queue name. Shares a
common event with metric “Age of oldest interim status in group (combination with
Number)”
Age (in minutes) of oldest interim state queue with specific prefix in queue name.
Shares a common event with metric “Number of entries with interim status in group
(combination with Age)”
This metric calculates the number of application log errors which are related to
qRFC processing

© 2014 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.

Exceptions

Performance

Performance

Exceptions
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MONITORING OF BACKGROUND RFC (BGRFC)
Template

Metric Name

Description

MAI Category

Background RFC
(bgRFC)

Total number of individual
queues/destination

Number of individual bgRFC queues or bgRFC destinations

Performance

Background RFC
(bgRFC)

Total number of units in all
queues/destination

Total number of all units within either bgRFC queues or bgRFC destinations

Performance

Background RFC
(bgRFC)

Age of oldest unit

Age in minutes of the oldest unit within either bgRFC queues or bgRFC
destinations

Performance

Background RFC
(bgRFC)

Number of erroneous queues/destinations

Number of individual bgRFC queues or bgRFC destinations containing at least Exceptions
one unit in an erroneous state

Background RFC
(bgRFC)

Total number of erroneous units

Total number of units in an erroneous state within either bgRFC queues or
bgRFC destinations

Exceptions

Background RFC
(bgRFC)

Age of oldest unit in error state

Age in minutes of the oldest unit in an erroneous state within either bgRFC
queues or bgRFC destinations

Exceptions

Background RFC
(bgRFC)

Number of queues/destination with locked
units

Number of individual bgRFC queues or bgRFC destinations which contain at
least one unit with a lock.

Exceptions

Background RFC
(bgRFC)

Total number of locked units

Total number of locked units within either bgRFC queues or bgRFC
destinations

Exceptions

Background RFC
(bgRFC)

Age of oldest unit with a lock

Age in minutes of the oldest locked unit within either bgRFC queues or bgRFC Exceptions
destinations
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WEB SERVICE RELATED MONITORING I/II
Template

Metric Name

Description

MAI Category

Web Service ABAP
(SOAP)

WS Channel available

Availability measured by a script

Availability

Web Service ABAP
(SOAP)

Number of AppLog Errors
(WS)

Exceptions from Application log (SLG1)

Exceptions

Web Service ABAP
(SOAP)

Number of Web Service
Exceptions

Exceptions from SRT_UTIL

Exceptions

Web Service ABAP
(SOAP)

Number of WS executions
below threshold

Number of executions below a defined threshold

Performance

Web Service ABAP
(SOAP)

Percentage of WS
executions below threshold

Percentage of executions below a defined threshold

Performance

Web Service ABAP
(SOAP)

Average WS Response
Time

Average WS Response Time in ms

Performance

Web Service ABAP
(SOAP)

Average WS Response
Time per Instance

Average WS Response Time per Instance in ms

Performance

Web Service ABAP
(SOAP)

Number of WS executions

Number of WS executions

Performance

Web Service ABAP
(SOAP)

Number of WS executions
per Instance

Number of WS executions per Instance

Performance
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WEB SERVICE RELATED MONITORING II/II
Template

Metric Name

Description

MAI Category

Web Service
(Introscope)

WS Channel available

Availability measured by a script

Availability

Web Service
(Introscope)

Number of Web Service
Exceptions (Introscope)

Number of SOAP faults per interval

Exceptions

Web Service
(Introscope)

Average WS Response Time
(Introscope)

Average response time (ms)

Performance

Web Service
(Introscope)

Number of WS executions
(Introscope)

Responses per interval

Performance
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MONITORING ODATA CONNECTIONS (NETWEAVER GATEWAY)
Template

Metric Name

Description

MAI Category

Gateway

Number of GW Exceptions

Exceptions from /IWFND/ERROR_LOG

Exception

Gateway

Average GW Response Time

Average Response Time in ms

Performance

Gateway

Number of executions

Number of executions

Performance
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MONITORING HTTP CONNECTIONS
Tem
plate

Metric Name

Description

MAI Category

HTTP

HTTP Channel available

Availability measured by Script

Availability

HTTP

HTTP Destination available

Ping to HTTP Destination

Availability

HTTP

HTTP Destination available (with logon)

Ping to HTTP Destination including logon

Availability

HTTP

Number of HTTP Errors

HTTP responses with Status code ≥ 500

Exceptions

HTTP

Number of ABAP Dumps

Dumps containing the path

Exceptions

HTTP

HTTP Latency

Latency time of a ping to HTTP Destination

Performance

HTTP

Average HTTP Response Time

Average HTTP Response Time in ms

Performance

HTTP

Average HTTP Response Time per Instance

Average HTTP Response Time per instance in ms

Performance

HTTP

Number of HTTP executions

Number of executions of an application including path

Performance

HTTP

Number of HTTP executions per Instance

Number of executions per instance of an application including path

Performance

© 2014 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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CRM MIDDLEWARE RELATED MONITORING I/II
Template

Metric Name

BDoc (Real-time
Monitoring)

Number of BDoc messages in error state Counts the number of BDoc messages with errors based on the configured
selection criteria

Exceptions

BDoc (Real-time
Monitoring)

Age of oldest BDoc message in error
state

Exceptions

BDoc (Real-time
Monitoring)

Exceptions

BDoc (Real-time
Monitoring)

Number of BDoc messages in error state Counts the number of BDoc messages with errors based on the configured
(combination with Age)
selection criteria. Shares a common event with metric “Age of oldest BDoc
message in error state (combination with Number)”
Age of oldest BDoc message in error
Monitors the age (in minutes) of the oldest BDoc message in error state
state (combination with Number)
based on the configured selection criteria. Shares a common event with
metric “Number of BDoc messages in error state (combination with Age)”
Number of BDoc messages in
Counts the number of BDoc messages in an intermediate state based on the
intermediate state
configured selection criteria.

BDoc (Real-time
Monitoring)

Age of oldest BDoc message in
intermediate state

Monitors the age (in minutes) of the oldest BDoc message in an intermediate
state based on the configured selection criteria.

Performance

BDoc (Real-time
Monitoring)

Number of BDoc messages in
intermediate state (combination with
Age)
Age of oldest BDoc message in
intermediate state (combination with
Number)

Counts the number of BDoc messages in an intermediate state based on the
configured selection criteria. Shares a common event with metric “Age of
oldest BDoc message in intermediate state (combination with Number)”
Monitors the age (in minutes) of the oldest BDoc message in an intermediate
state based on the configured selection criteria. Shares a common event with
metric “Number of BDoc messages in intermediate state (combination with
Age)”

Performance

BDoc (Real-time
Monitoring)

BDoc (Real-time
Monitoring)

© 2014 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.

Description

Monitors the age (in minutes) of the oldest BDoc message in error state
based on the configured selection criteria.

MAI Category

Exceptions

Performance

Performance
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CRM MIDDLEWARE RELATED MONITORING II/II
Template

Metric Name

Description

MAI Category

BDoc (Analysis)

Number of BDoc messages in critical
status(es)

Exceptions

BDoc (Analysis)

Number of BDoc messages in uncritical
status(es)

CRM Middleware

Number of Mobile sites with overdue
synchronization

CRM Middleware

Number of R&R queues in status HOLD

CRM Middleware

Number of entries in R&R queues

CRM Middleware

Number of MW Cockpit nodes in critical
state
Number of BDoc messages processed

This metric counts the number of BDoc messages based on the configured
selection criteria. It is intended to be used for measuring BDoc messages in a
critical status.
This metric counts the number of BDoc messages based on the configured
selection criteria. It is intended to be used for measuring BDoc messages in
an uncritical status.
Checks whether there are any mobile sites where the synchronization is
overdue for a certain amount of time (based on report
RSMWM_QUEUE_INFO)
Checks whether there are any queues in status "HOLD" (based on
transaction SMOHQUEUE)
Calculates the number of entries in the selected queues (based on
transaction SMOHQUEUE).
Calculates the number of Middleware Cockpit nodes which are in a warning
or error status (based on transaction SMWP)
Checks the number of BDoc messages which have been processed
yesterday (based on transaction SMWMFLOW)
Calculates the average processing time of BDoc messages which have been
processed yesterday (based on transaction SMWMFLOW)
Calculates the number of mobile sites with import failures (based on
transaction CMWQ)

CRM Middleware
CRM Middleware
CRM Middleware

Average processing time for BDoc
messages
Number of mobile sites with import
failures
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Performance

Exceptions

Exceptions
Performance
Exceptions
Performance
Performance
Exceptions
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MONITORING OF SAP BUSINESS WORKFLOW
Template

Metric Name

Description

MAI Category

Workflow

Number of work items in critical status

Exceptions

Workflow

Number of work items in uncritical status

Workflow

Number of unprocessed events

Workflow

Age of oldest incomplete work item

Workflow

Average age of incomplete work items

Workflow

Average age of completed work items

Workflow

Number of work items in critical status
(combination with Average Age)

Workflow

Average Age of work items in critical
status (combination with Number)

Workflow

Number of work items in uncritical status
(combination with Average Age)

Workflow

Average Age of work items in uncritical
status (combination with Number)

This metric counts the number of work items in a specific status. It is intended
to be used for measuring work items in a critical status.
This metric counts the number of work items in a specific status. It is intended
to be used for measuring work items in an uncritical status.
This metric counts the number of events in the event queue which still have
to be delivered or which ran into an error status.
This metric monitors the age of the oldest incomplete work item (status is not
'COMPLETED') according to the selection criteria.
This metric calculates the average age of all work items according to the
selection criteria. It is intended to be used for measuring work items in an
incomplete status.
This metric calculates the average age of all work items according to the
selection criteria. It is intended to be used for measuring work items in a
completed status.
This metric counts the number of work items in a specific status. It shares a
common event with metric “Average Age of work items in critical status
(combination with Number)”.
This metric calculates the average age of all work items according to the
selection criteria. It shares a common event with metric “Number of work
items in critical status (combination with Average Age)”.
This metric counts the number of work items in a specific status. It shares a
common event with metric “Average Age of work items in uncritical status
(combination with Number)”.
This metric calculates the average age of all work items according to the
selection criteria. It shares a common event with metric “Number of work
items in uncritical status (combination with Average Age)”.
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Performance
Exceptions
Exceptions
Exceptions

Performance

Exceptions

Exceptions

Performance

Performance
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MONITORING FILE TRANSFER AND LOG FILES
Template

Metric Name

Description

MAI Category

File (Diagnostic
Agent)

Number of Files available

Number of files which matches the configured pattern.

Availability

File (Diagnostic
Agent)

File Content Scanner (non-XML)

Aggregates (sum or average) all values in a file which are found after a
specific search pattern

Exception

File (Diagnostic
Agent)

Age of File

Age (in min) since last modification

Performance

File (Diagnostic
Agent)

Number of Entries within a File

Number of entries (lines) within a file

Performance

File (Diagnostic
Agent)

Number of Pattern Matches within a File
(non-XML)

Number of entries within a file which match a specific search pattern

Performance

File (Diagnostic
Agent)

Size of File

Total size in Byte of the configured file(s

Performance

File (ABAP )

Creation time of file

Evaluates if a specified file existed at given time and location.

Exceptions

File (ABAP )

Number of Pattern Matches within a File
(XML)
File Content Scanner (XML)

Counts how often a pattern occurs between certain tags in an XML file.

Performance

File (ABAP )
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Calculates aggregates (e.g. MIN, MAX, AVG,… ) of values occurring between Exceptions
specified tags in an XML file.
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MONITORING BATCH INPUT
Template

Metric Name

Description

MAI Category

Batch Input

Number of sessions in critical status(es)

Exceptions

Batch Input

Number of sessions in uncritical
status(es)

Batch Input

Number of errors per session

Batch Input

Transactions processed per session

Measures the number of batch input sessions in a specified status. It is
intended to be used for measuring batch input sessions in a critical status.
Measures the number of batch input sessions in a specified status. It is
intended to be used for measuring batch input sessions in an uncritical
status.
Measures the Number of errors that occurred when the queue was
processed
Measures the number of transactions in the defined status(es)

Batch Input

Number of transaction in critical
status(es)
Number of transaction in uncritical
status(es)
Canceled jobs during Batch Input
processing

Batch Input
Batch Input
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Performance

Exceptions
Performance

Measures the number of transactions in a specified status. It is intended to be Exceptions
used for transactions in a critical status.
Measures the number of transactions in a specified status. It is intended to be Performance
used for transactions in an uncritical status.
For every session, one background job for processing is created when
Exceptions
background processing is chosen. If enabled, the monitor checks whether the
job was canceled.
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MONITORING PI I/II
Template

Metric Name

Description

MAI Category

Process Integration
(PI)

Number of cancelled PI messages

Measures the number of cancelled PI messages in the requested time frame.

Exceptions

Process Integration
(PI)

Number of erroneous PI messages

Measures the number of erroneous PI messages in the requested time
frame.

Exceptions

Process Integration
(PI)

Number of intermediate PI messages

Measures the number of PI messages in an intermediate state in the
requested time frame.

Performance

Process Integration
(PI)

Number of successful PI messages

Measures the number of successful PI messages in the requested time
frame.

Performance

Process Integration
(PI – ABAP only)

Number of critical PI Messages (ABAP
only) (Delta)

Measures the number of suitable messages since the last run of the collector.
It is intended to be used for measuring messages in a critical status.

Exceptions

Process Integration
(PI – ABAP only)

Number of critical PI Messages (ABAP
only) (Total)

Exceptions

Process Integration
(PI – ABAP only)

Number of uncritical PI Messages
(ABAP only) (Delta)

Measures the number of messages in the system within a specific status or
status group for a certain amount of days. It is intended to be used for
measuring messages in a critical status
Measures the number of suitable messages since the last run of the collector.
It is intended to be used for measuring messages in an uncritical status.

Process Integration
(PI – ABAP only)

Number of uncritical PI Messages
(ABAP only) (Total)

Performance

Process integration
(PI Channel)

Number of PI channels in critical
activation status

Measures the number of messages in the system within a specific status or
status group for a certain amount of days. It is intended to be used for
measuring messages in an uncritical status
Checks for a PI channel in a specified activation state

Process integration
(PI Channel)

Number of PI channels in critical channel Checks for a PI channel in a specified channel state
status
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Performance

Exceptions
Exceptions
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MONITORING PI II/II
Template

Metric Name

Description

MAI Category

Process integration
(PI Channel)

Number of PI channels (J2SE) in critical
adapter status

Checks for J2SE adapters in a specified state, in a J2SE adapter engine

Exceptions

Process integration
(PI Channel)

Number of PI channels (J2SE) in critical
adapter condition

Checks for J2SE adapters in a specified adapter condition, in a J2SE adapter
engine

Exceptions
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Thank you
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